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Abstract

Airport access mode disruptions, such as a subway shutdown, threaten the whole passenger door-to-door journey.
When such a disruptive event occurs, knowledge on passengers’ delays would help the airport operation centre to
decide if a departure flight should be delayed. This paper proposes a tactical flight rescheduling at an airport to
minimise the number of stranded passengers while considering operational constraints. An integer linear program-
ming formulation of the problem is presented. Constraints such as terminal capacities, maximal runway throughput,
minimum turnaround time, or minimum transfer time for connecting passengers are considered. An exact and a
heuristic resolution are proposed and compared on a study case around Paris-Charles de Gaulle airport. The new
schedule satisfies the operational constraints and reduces up to 60% the number of stranded passengers with mod-
erate deviation from the initial planning.

Keywords: Air transportation; Flight rescheduling; Passengers; Access mode disruptions; Integer linear programming

1. Introduction

The European Commission, through the ACARE report, depicts a vision of how the transportation sys-
tem should look like in 2050 (Commission et al., 2011). According to this one, “passengers [...] should
enjoy efficient and seamless travel services, based on a resilient air transport system thoroughly inte-
grated with other transport modes and well connected to the rest of the world”. To achieve this goal, the
integration of the air and ground transportation systems is required. However, the lack of information
sharing between air and ground transportation service providers remains an obstacle to an efficient and
resilient air-ground integration. This is especially the case when passengers face a disruption during the
first leg of their trips. For instance, when a subway shutdown occurs, passengers who rely on it to access
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the airport may miss their flights. Therefore, a delay experienced by a passenger on the first mode can
lead to a significantly larger delay at his final destination. Bratu and Barnhart (2005) estimate that pas-
sengers missing their flights, who only account for 2% of the population, experience an average delay at
their final destination of 303 minutes, accounting for 39% of all passenger delays. Thus, coordination at
the tactical level between ground and air transportation service providers is crucial to mitigate the im-
pact of such disruptions on passengers. Over the past few years, different European projects have been
launched, such as MODUS (Paul, 2020), X-TEAM D2D (Bagamanova et al., 2022), IMHOTEP (Mota
et al., 2020) or TRANSIT (Bueno et al., 2022) with a focus on door-do-door passenger journey.

The current study is part of the TRANSIT project. Here, we shed light on potential benefits for pas-
sengers obtained through information sharing between transportation stakeholders during an airport ac-
cess mode disruption. We propose a formulation of the problem aiming at rescheduling flights at the
tactical level based on information provided by ground transportation service providers. The objective
relies in minimising the number of passengers missing their flights while taking airport constraints into
consideration. In the following, we refer to the optimization problem considered in this study as the
Passenger-oriented Flight ReScheduling Problem (PFRSP). A description of such a concept is presented
in (Scozzaro et al., 2022a), where a simulated annealing algorithm coupled with a simulation-based eval-
uation is proposed to solve a first version of the PFRSP. Here, the problem has been enhanced through
more detailed airport modelling and the consideration of additional operational constraints such as con-
straining priority flights to be on time. A linear problem formulation is proposed, enabling an exact-
solving approach using an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) commercial solver. A heuristic based on
a procedure that airport operators could follow is also designed to reschedule flights and to evaluate the
relevance of an exact resolution approach. A data-driven approach integrating different data sets and
statistics has been implemented to generate realistic instances around Paris-Charles de Gaulle airport.
The contributions of this paper are the following:

1. A ILP formulation of the PFRSP. The model can be customised to prioritise either reducing the
number of stranded passengers or limiting the total delay assigned to the flight set,

2. The integration of various data sets and statistics to calibrate an airport model and passenger be-
haviour (passenger transfer time, connecting passenger share, train schedules, passenger timestamps
at security checkpoints, historical flight schedules, etc...),

3. A pool of instances available on a public repository through the reference (Scozzaro, 2023),
4. Detailed analyses of the results obtained on CDG case study. Sensitive analyses of the model depend-

ing on ILP parameters are presented to let operators tune the rescheduling tool depending on their
objective.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents previous related works. A
description of the problem considered in this paper is provided in Section 3. The ILP formulation of
the PFRSP is presented in Section 4. The exact-solving approach and the alternative heuristic one are
detailed in Section 5. Section 6 presents the study case around CDG developed in this work, and results
obtained on this one are analysed and discussed in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes and establishes
potential future works.
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2. Literature Review

This study considers a tactical flight rescheduling at an airport, through passenger-oriented metrics,
during ground transportation disturbances. Therefore, this work involves three topics vastly studied in
the literature: tactical handling of airside operations, optimization of transportation systems through
passenger-oriented metrics and disruption effects on an intermodal transportation network. The first
topic has been mostly studied through optimization methods focusing on flight-oriented metrics. Most
passenger-oriented methods have been led at the strategic level. The final topic has been studied through
analytical studies, generally lacking in optimization methods to propose recovery solutions. A literature
review associated with each subject is proposed below.

Tactical handling of airside operations

On the airport side, Pujet (1999) is one of the first to propose a virtual queuing system to shift waiting
times at the runway threshold directly to the gate. This improved airport efficiency by reducing fuel con-
sumption and, therefore, airport carbon footprint. Later, Bohme et al. (2007) study the integration of de-
parture and arrival runway scheduling problems to improve the overall airport efficiency. Kjenstad et al.
(2013) integrate arrival and departure runway scheduling problems with the surface management prob-
lem at Arlanda airport. Khadilkar and Balakrishnan (2015) extend the integration by also considering the
management of the flights in the Terminal Manoeuvring Area (TMA), which is the airspace surround-
ing an airport, through dynamic programming. Ma et al. (2019) also propose an integrated approach
to optimize airport operations from terminals to the TMA. They consider resource capacity constraints
and air conflict resolution in the TMA using a simulated annealing to reschedule flights. Guimarans
and Padrón (2022) use a simulation approach for airport ground resource scheduling. Their approach
increases schedule robustness with aircraft turnaround mostly on time in all scenarios. Ma et al. (2021)
propose two ILP models and a simulated annealing to optimize the departure runway scheduling at CDG
while considering arrival runway crossing. Ahmadian and Salehipour (2022) present a matheuristics for
the aircraft landing problem. This algorithm relies mainly on an iterative destruction of aircraft landing
sub-sequences. Their approach enables to obtain optimal schedules for instances up to 50 aircraft and
best-known solutions for instances up to 500 aircraft in less than a minute of computation time. Evler
et al. (2021) highlight how an integrated decision support system for schedule recovery would help the
Airport Operator Centre (AOC) for ground operation handling under uncertain arrival times. Through a
study case around Frankfurt airport, they show the robustness of their solution with the consideration of
20 aircraft during a morning peak.

On the airline side, several works have been carried out regarding disruption management, including
passenger recovery. Different approaches propose an integrated recovery that considers both aircraft re-
routing and passengers (Jozefowiez et al., 2013; Hu et al., 2016). Delgado et al. (2016) combine two
strategies for airlines to recover delays in a hub strategy. The first strategy relies on dynamic cost index-
ing, which allows aircraft to be accelerated to recover delays, while the other relies on delaying departing
aircraft to wait for connecting passengers. Montlaur and Delgado (2017) optimize flight and passenger
delay at tactical and pre-tactical levels. Optimization at the pre-tactical level succeeds in limiting propa-
gated delays and in reducing the number of passengers missing their connections. Bouarfa et al. (2018)
use a multi-agent system to propose a disruption management policy for an airport operations centre.
Gurtner et al. (2021) propose an agent-based air traffic delay management model through 4D trajectory
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adjustment in a European airport network. De La Vega et al. (2022) proposes to solve a short-term flight
rescheduling problem to recover flight delays in the context where employees of a gas and oil company
need to be transported to maritime units.

Transportation service optimization through passenger-oriented metric

Most passenger-oriented optimization works have been led with a clear distinction between air trans-
port and ground transportation systems. Regarding the airport side, Dell’Orco et al. (2017) propose a
fuzzy bee colony optimization to minimise the total passenger walking time by optimizing gate alloca-
tion to flights. Kim et al. (2017) optimize gate/flight allocation with a trade-off between the passenger
transit time through the airport, the aircraft taxi time and the robustness of gate assignment. Birolini et al.
(2023) proposes a change of paradigm for optimizing slot allocation through passenger-oriented metrics.
Buire et al. (2022) propose a strategic synchronisation to coordinate train and flight timetables based on
passenger transfer time at CDG airport. On the ground transportation level, Guajardo and Rönnqvist
(2016) report over 40 cost allocation methods retained in collaborative transport. Their work can be seen
as a baseline for implementing collaborative decision-making processes and achieve single ticketing. On
the ground side, Rahimi Mazrae Shahi et al. (2016) optimize subway headways to minimise passenger
travel time while having appropriate train load factors. They combine a discrete-event simulation and
a response surface methodology to optimize the train schedule with limited simulation runs. Yu et al.
(2021) study routing optimization in a multimodal context for passengers. They propose a mixed integer
programming model and a heuristic to find optimal routing with a combined use of ride-sharing and
public transport. They highlight that passengers using both combinations could reduce up to 7% and 8%
the total vehicle travel distance and the vehicle travel time, respectively. Finally, Filippi et al. (2023)
proposes a literature review on passenger transport optimization at an urban scale.

Effect of disruptions on a multimodal transportation network

Dray et al. (2015) and Marzuoli et al. (2015) analyse disruptive events on multimodal networks. Both
highlight how multimodal recovery solutions should help in improving passenger-door-to-door journeys.
Liu et al. (2021) present a review on public transportation coordination at the tactical level. Siegrist and
Corman (2020) study the direct and indirect effects of a disruption in a public transport network. They
highlight the impact of different information dissemination strategies in passenger delays through a
simulation-based evaluation using MATSim tool (W Axhausen et al., 2016). They highlight that inform-
ing passengers about the disruption at the latest moment induces large passenger delays, mainly at the
disrupted station. On the contrary, a beforehand dissemination induces more indirect effects spread over
the entire network and a higher number of small delays for passengers indirectly affected by the dis-
ruption. Rothe et al. (2022) evaluate the impact of passenger delays and multimodal airport operations
on two case studies. (Scozzaro et al., 2022b) propose a dynamic security team reallocation to mitigate
airport facilities congestion when outbound passenger flow is disrupted. Scozzaro et al. (2022a) is the
first to propose a dynamic flight rescheduling when an airport access mode disruption occurs. Assum-
ing information sharing between ground and air transportation stakeholders, they propose a simulated
annealing coupled with a simulation-based evaluation to reschedule flights and minimise the number of
stranded passengers.

There is still a gap in the literature in studying how airports could react to access mode disruption.
Here, we propose to enhance the work presented in Scozzaro et al. (2022a) through a linear reformulation
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Fig. 1: Illustration of communication links between stakeholders

of the PFRSP, enabling an optimal solving approach.

3. Description of the Passenger-oriented Flight ReScheduling Problem (PFRSP)

This section presents the operational problem considered in this paper. First, the communication links
between transportation stakeholders, which are required for this problem to reschedule flights at the
tactical level, are described. Then, the optimization problem and the proposed airport modelling are
detailed.

3.1. Communication links

When an airport access mode goes under disruptions, several passengers are likely to be delayed, and
several may miss their flights. If the Airport Operation Centre (AOC) identifies these passengers early
enough, their associated departure flights can be delayed to wait for them. Therefore, efficient com-
munication links between transportation stakeholders are one key component to implementing such a
coordination mechanism. The successive steps are illustrated in Fig. 1. We assume that the coordinator
in charge of this mode reports the disruption and its severity level to airlines as soon as it is aware. Then,
airlines can communicate to the AOC about passengers impacted by the disruption and their associated
flights. The airport coordinator could estimate new aircraft filling rates and launch the flight rescheduling
optimization tool based on this information. A new flight schedule is finally obtained and transmitted to
airlines that can inform passengers of the new flight departure time.

3.2. Description of the considered optimization problem

We propose rescheduling flights to limit the impact of airport access mode disruptions on passenger door-
to-door journeys. We assume that the AOC receives regular updates on passenger arrival time forecasts.

© 2023 International Transactions in Operational Research © 2023 International Federation of Operational Research Societies
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Fig. 2: Airport macroscopic model

Based on these forecasts, the AOC can identify flights that need to be delayed to reduce the number of
passengers stranded at the airport. Since an airport has a limited capacity, delaying only departure flights
may induce airport congestion. Thus, rescheduling both departure and arrival flight sets is considered to
limit the impact of an access mode disruption while mitigating airport congestion. From an operational
perspective, airport aircraft flow is managed by air traffic control tools that regulate flights according to
demand and capacity. This process involves the Departure Manager (DMAN) and the Arrival Manager
(AMAN) or its extended version, E-AMAN. DMAN allocates runways and departure delays based on
runway pressure and slots allocated by the Network Manager. Similarly, AMAN/E-AMAN organises
the sequence of arriving flights. As we propose rescheduling flights at the tactical level, i.e. a few hours
before the operations, such a rescheduling tool should be interfaced with DMAN and AMAN/E-AMAN.

For this problem, a macroscopic view of the airport is retained, as illustrated in Fig.2. Passengers can
access the airport through different ground transportation modes (e.g. road, subway, train). The airport
is characterised by a set of terminals, a taxi network and a set of runways. Each element can be seen as
a resource with a limited capacity. Each runway is either dedicated to arrival or departure flights. The
taxi network links the different runways to the terminals. A departure flight leaves its stand (or gate),
transits through the taxi network, reaches the runway threshold and finally takes off. Similarly, an arrival
aircraft lands on a runway and transits through the taxi network to reach its gate. The gate departing and
arriving times are called off-block time and in-block time, respectively. For simplicity, the taxiing time
of a flight is assumed constant and only function of its associated terminal and runway. Moreover, the
problem modelling does not consider queuing time at the runway threshold and, therefore, we assume
an aircraft can take off as soon as it reaches the runway threshold.

Several decisions have to be made: A new off-block time and a new departure runway must be assigned
to each departure flight. Similarly, a new landing time and a new arrival runway must be assigned to each
arrival flight.

Three minimisation criteria are considered to make these decisions:

• the total number of stranded passengers,
• the total time deviation compared to the initial flight schedule,
• the total number of flights delayed by 15 minutes or more.

The last criterion relates to the On-Time Performance (OTP) metric that is widely used to measure airline

© 2023 International Transactions in Operational Research © 2023 International Federation of Operational Research Societies
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Fig. 3: Illustration of the different flight statuses for one optimization window.

punctuality (OAG, 2023). According to this criterion, a flight is considered delayed if its actual delay is
equal to or greater than 15 minutes.

Three sets of constraints are considered: aircraft and flight-related, flight pair, and airport resource
constraints. The first ones constrain the maximum delay that can be applied to each flight. Departures
can only be delayed as it is rare for a flight to depart earlier than scheduled. However, an arriving flight
can be accelerated in the air to arrive earlier. Therefore, we assume that arrivals can be slightly advanced
or delayed. In addition, a priority status is given to departures that must be on time regarding the OTP
metric, i.e. delayed by 10 minutes or less. In the following, the maximum assignable departure delay is
set to 20 minutes, and arrival flight times can be deviated from -5 minutes up to +15 minutes. The second
set of constraints imposes a minimum time between landing and departing times of several flight pairs.
For instance, when an aircraft operates consecutively an arrival flight and a departure one, a minimum
turnaround time constraint is considered. Similarly, a minimum transfer time is imposed between arrivals
and departures that share connecting passengers. The last set of constraints is defined for each airport
resource. Each terminal and the taxi network have a maximum capacity, translated into a maximum
occupancy level. These capacities reflect limitations in the number of aircraft that can be handled by
aircraft operators, such as air traffic controllers or ground handling teams, or due to physical resource
limitations, e.g., the number of stands or taxiways. Since the number of airport operators is dynamic
during the day of operations, a dynamic maximum capacity for each resource is considered. The capacity
of each resource is set for each hour, and details on its computation are provided in Section 6. The taxi
network is assumed to be a common resource shared by both departure and arriving flights. Each runway
is also assumed to be constrained by a maximum throughput per time step. The problem of rescheduling
is defined for a specific time window. In an operational context, the flight rescheduling tool would be
launched when the access mode disruption occurs. It would be relaunched regularly during the day to
reschedule the next flights when passenger arrival time forecasts would have been updated.

This work uses the methodology proposed by (Ma et al., 2019) that assigns a status to each flight
for a specific optimization time window. Four statuses are considered (completed, on-going, active and
planned). The first and second statuses refer to flights that have already been operated during the day,
but the on-going ones can still occupy airport resources, e.g. a flight taxiing from its stand to the runway.
Active flights are the ones for which decision variables are taken during the time window. The planned
status concerns flights that will be operated after the time window. Fig. 3 illustrates the four statuses
for a specific time window. On-going and planned flights can induce occupancy variation on airport
resources. These flights are seen as a constraint for the problem instance associated with this specific
time window. Finally, we only consider the scheduled departure or arrival time of flights and do not
consider delays other than those assigned by the rescheduling algorithm, such as those related to air
traffic flow management. The following section introduces the ILP model developed to solve the PFRSP
over one time window.
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4. Mathematical Modelling

Data, decision variables, constraints and the objective function are detailed below. Departure and arrival
flights sets are defined for flights with the ‘active’ status. Non ‘active’ flights linked by a constraint to an
active one are also considered. We define the following sets and parameters :

Sets and subsets :
D set of departing flights
A set of arriving flights
F = D ∪A set of flights
Dpriority ⊂ D set of departing flights that need to be on time regarding the OTP metric
K set of terminals
∀k ∈ K, Fk = Dk ∪ Ak subset of departing and arriving flights associated to terminal k
Rl set of landing runways
Rto set of takeoff runways
T = {tstart, tstart + δt, ..., tend} set of discrete times on the time window considered (with δt the time step

retained for the time discretisation, equals to 5 minutes in the following)
HT set of hours considered in T (used to set hourly capacities of each resource)
AD = ADcog−a ∪ ADa−a ∪ ADa−p subset of arrival/departure pairs that are operated by the same aircraft.

It is composed of three subsets depending on the status of each flight
(completed/ongoing-active, active-active, active-planned)

CF = CFcog−a ∪ CFa−a ∪ CFa−p set of flight pairs having at least one connecting passenger (composed of
three subsets: completed/ongoing-active, active-active, active-planned)

∀f ∈ A, T f
A subset of time steps when f can land

∀f ∈ D, T f
D subset of time steps when f can depart from its gate

∀t ∈ T , At = {f ∈ A| t ∈ T f
A} subset of arriving flights that can land at time step t

∀t ∈ T , Dt = {f ∈ D| t ∈ T f
D} subset of departing flights that can depart from the gate at t

Parameters :
∀f ∈ A, T

l/in
f initial landing time/in-block time of flight f

∀f ∈ D, T
out/to
f initial off-block time/takeoff time of flight f

∀f ∈ D, T to
f initial takeoff time of flight f

∀f ∈ F , kf terminal associated to f

∀k ∈ K, ∀r ∈ Rl, δtink,r average taxi time from runway r to terminal k
∀k ∈ K, ∀r ∈ Rto, δtoutk,r average taxi time from terminal k to runway r
∀(k1, k2) ∈ K2, δwk1,k2 minimum passenger transfer time from terminal k1 to k2
∀(f1, f2) ∈ AD, λf1,f2 minimum turnaround time for aircraft operating flights f1 and f2
∀t ∈ T , ht hour that t belongs to
∀k ∈ K, N init

k initial occupancy of terminal k at tstart
∀k ∈ K, ∀h ∈ HT , Ck

h maximum capacity of terminal k at h
∀r ∈ R, ∀h ∈ HT , Φmax

r,h maximum throughput of runway r on hour h
∀h ∈ HT , CTN

h maximum capacity of the taxi network at h
∆tl+/− maximum/minimum landing delay that can be applied to a flight (= -5minutes /+15min-

utes)
∆tout+ maximum off-block time delay that can be applied to a flight (=20 minutes)
∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ T , ∆OGP

k,t occupancy variation of terminal k at t due to on-going flights and planned flights
∀t ∈ T , ∆OGP

TN,t occupancy variation of taxi network at t due to on-going and planned flights
∀r ∈ R, ∀t ∈ T , ∆OGP

r,t number of on-going or planned flights on runway r at t
∆ton−time maximum takeoff deviation time without impacting the OTP metric
∀f ∈ D, ∀t ∈ T f

D , gft number of stranded outbound passengers (i.e. non air-connecting passengers) if f departs
from its gate at t

© 2023 International Transactions in Operational Research © 2023 International Federation of Operational Research Societies
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Sets T f
D and T f

A include constraints related to the maximum delay that can be assigned to a departure
or an arrival flight f . Introducing such sets requires some data pre-processing but has the advantage of
introducing fewer decision variables. As this time window problem does not involve any decisions on
planned and on-going flights, they are considered as a constraint for the mathematical model. However,
several flights with this status are partially operated during the considered time window. Consequently,
such flights occupy airport resources (e.g. an on-going flight that is already taxiing at tstart will occupy
the taxiing network at least at tstart). The parameters ∆OGP

k,t and ∆OGP
r,t sum the variation in occupancy

due to planned and on-going flights for each airport resource and for each time step to update the actual
airport resource occupancy.

The following main decision variables are introduced to reschedule flights:

∀f ∈ A, ∀t ∈ T f
A , ∀r ∈ Rl, xl

f,t,r=
{

1 if flight f lands on runway r between t and t+ δt
0 otherwise

∀f ∈ D, ∀t ∈ T f
D , ∀r ∈ Rto, xout

f,t,r =

{
1 if flight f leaves the gate between t and t+ δt and takes off on runway r
0 otherwise

We introduce the following auxiliary decision variables in order to properly formulate the constraints:

∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ T , nk
t number of aircraft occupying terminal k at t

∀t ∈ T , nTN
t number of aircraft occupying taxi network at t

∀f ∈ A, tlf actual landing time of flight f
∀f ∈ A, tinf actual in-block time of flight f
∀f ∈ D, toutf actual off-block time of flight f
∀f ∈ D, ttof actual takeoff time of flight f

∀f ∈ D, yf =

{
1 if tto − T to

f > ∆ton−time(delayed flight regarding OTP metric)
0 otherwise (on-time flight regarding OTP metric)

We formulate the following linear constraints:∑
t∈T f

A

∑
r∈Rl

xlf,t,r = 1 ∀f ∈ A (1)

∑
t∈T f

D

∑
r∈Rto

xoutf,t,r = 1 ∀f ∈ D (2)

tlf =
∑
t∈T f

A

∑
r∈Rl

t.xlf,t,r ∀f ∈ A (3)

tinf =
∑
t∈T f

A

∑
r∈Rl

(t+ δtinr,kf
).xlf,t,r ∀f ∈ A (4)

toutf =
∑
t∈T f

D

∑
r∈Rto

t.xoutf,t,r ∀f ∈ D (5)

ttof =
∑
t∈T f

D

∑
r∈Rto

(t+ δttokf ,r).x
out
f,t,r ∀f ∈ D (6)
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toutf2 − T in
f1 ≥ λmin

f1,f2 ∀(f1, f2) ∈ ADcog−a (7)

toutf2 − tinf1 ≥ λmin
f1,f2 ∀(f1, f2) ∈ ADa−a (8)

T out
f2 − tinf1 ≥ λmin

f1,f2 ∀(f1, f2) ∈ ADa−p (9)

toutf2 − T in
f1 ≥ δwkf1

,kf2
∀(f1, f2) ∈ CFcog−a (10)

toutf2 − tinf1 ≥ δwkf1
,kf2

∀(f1, f2) ∈ CFa−a (11)

T out
f2 − tinf1 ≥ δwkf1 ,kf2

∀(f1, f2) ∈ CFa−p (12)

yf ≥
tto − T to −∆ton−time

∆tout+f + max
r∈Rout

δkf ,r

∀f ∈ D (13)

yf = 0 ∀f ∈ Dpriority (14)

nk
tstart = N init

k +∆OGP
k,tstart ∀k ∈ K (15)

nk
t+δt = nk

t +
∑
r∈Rl

∑
f∈Ak∩At′

xlf,t′,r −
∑
r∈Rto

∑
f∈Dk∩Dt

xoutf,t,r +∆OGP
k,t+δt,

where t′ = t− δtoutkf ,r

∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ T \ tend (16)

nk
t ≤ Ck

ht
∀t ∈ T , ∀k ∈ K (17)

nTN
tstart = ∆OGP

TN,tstart ∀k ∈ K (18)

nTN
t+δt = nTN

t +
∑
r∈Rl

(
∑
f∈At

xlf,t,r −
∑
k∈K

∑
f∈At′∩Ak

xlf,t′,r)+∑
r∈Rto

(
∑
f∈Dt

xoutf,t,r −
∑

f∈Dt′′

xoutf,t′′,r) + ∆OGP
TN,t+δt,

where t′ = t− δtinr,kf
and t′′ = t− δtoutkf ,r

∀t ∈ T \ tend (19)

nTN
t ≤ CTN

ht
∀t ∈ T (20)

∑
r∈Rl

∑
f∈At

xlf,t,r +∆OGP
r,t ≤ ϕmax

r,ht
∀r ∈ Rl, ∀t ∈ T (21)
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∑
r∈Rto

∑
f∈Dt′

xoutf,t′,r +∆OGP
r,t ≤ ϕmax

r,ht
, where t′ = t− δtoutkf ,r ∀r ∈ Rto, ∀t ∈ T (22)

xlf,t,r ∈ {0, 1} ∀f ∈ A, ∀t ∈ T f
A , ∀r ∈ Rl (23)

xoutf,t,r ∈ {0, 1} ∀f ∈ D, ∀t ∈ T f
D , ∀r ∈ Rto (24)

yf ∈ {0, 1} ∀f ∈ D (25)

Constraint (1) (resp. (2)) refers to arrival (resp. departure) time and runway assignment constraint.
Landing time, in-block time, off-block time and takeoff time intermediate variables are fixed thanks to
constraints (3), (4), (5) and (6) respectively. Constraints (7), (8), (9) impose minimum turnaround time
for flights operated by the same aircraft. Each one depends on the flight status of the pair considered.
Similarly, constraints (10), (11), (12) translate minimum transfer time for flights having at least one
connecting passenger. Constraint (13) fixes the value of the binary variable yf that determines if a flight
f is delayed regarding the OTP metric. Constraint (14) forces priority flights to be delayed by 10 minutes
or less. Constraint (15) fixes the initial terminal occupancy. Constraint (16) fixes the next occupancy of
each terminal depending on the current one at time t. It is equal to the current occupancy plus flights
arriving at the block at t minus the ones departing from the block at t and an occupancy variation term due
to on-going or planned flights. Terminal capacity constraints are represented through (17). Analogous
constraints are applied for the taxi network through (18), (19) and (20). Finally, throughput constraints
related to arrival and departure runways are represented by (21) and (22) respectively.

A multi-criteria function is considered and several terms need to be introduced:

• G that represents the total number of stranded outbound passengers:

G =
∑
f∈D

∑
t∈T f

D

∑
r∈Rto

gf,t.x
out
f,t,r (26)

• D that quantifies the total in-block time and take-off time deviation from the initial schedule:

D =
∑
f∈A
|tinf − T in

f |+
∑
f∈D
|ttof − T to

f | (27)

• Y that is a measure of the total number of delayed flights regarding OTP metric:

Y =
∑
f∈D

yf (28)

The objective function is the following one:

min G+ α.D + β.Y, with α, β ≥ 0. (29)
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α and β are parameters that can be adjusted by the airport operators depending on whether the
rescheduling should favour a reduction in the total number of passengers missing their flights, the total
deviation time from the schedule or the number of flights delayed by 15 minutes or more. For example,
for (α, β) = (0.1, 1), a 20-minute flight delay has the same impact on the objective function as three
passengers missing their flight.

The objective function is not linear at this stage due to the absolute values. However, it can easily be
linearised by adding an intermediate variable for each flight and constraining them to be higher than the
schedule’s positive and negative deviation.

The choice to consider absolute values for the total deviation time criterion is questionable. It might
have been preferred to consider a quadratic term, which exact solvers can also handle through quadratic
programming. However, such a penalty tends to favour an equitable solution, i.e. where each flight is
affected by a small deviation. Such a solution would cause more work for air traffic controllers. On the
other hand, the number of delayed flights could have been considered to favour parsimonious solutions.
However, this could lead to larger delays and an increase in the number of flights delayed regarding
the OTP metric. The absolute deviation seems to be a good compromise between creating parsimonious
solutions and limiting the assignment of large delays.

5. Solving approach

First, two approaches for solving the ILP model on a specific time window are presented. Then, a sliding
time window framework is proposed to allow online rescheduling of the flights from the beginning of
the disruption up to the end.

5.1. Solving approach on one time window

The ILP model proposed in Section 4 can be optimally solved thanks to a commercial solver in main
cases (see Section 7). In order to tackle the largest instances in a short computing time, as well as to
compare the model results to solutions that could be ‘manually’ designed by an airport operator, we also
propose a simple greedy heuristic to solve the PFRSP.

The main idea of this algorithm is to reduce the number of stranded passengers by delaying in priority
flights that have the highest impact on this criterion. Therefore, the following score s for each couple of
flight and delay (f, d) is computed:

s(f, d) =
pf,d

1 + ϵ.d
(30)

where pf,d corresponds to the number of ‘saved’ passengers if the flight f is delayed by a delay d and
ϵ a positive parameter. Here, the higher the score is, the more efficient the couple (f, d) is. If ϵ ≪ 1,
a lexicographical order is used to rank score first by the number of ‘saved’ passengers and, in case of
equality, by the smaller deviation from the initial schedule. Conversely, if ϵ is set to a high value, small
delays are prioritised. For the sake of simplicity, the runway decision for departure and arrival flights is
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not changed with this heuristic. Fig. 4 displays a flow chart representing the main steps of this heuristic.
In order to focus only on (flight, delay) pairs that are relevant, a pre-processing step is carried out.

For instance, delays over 10 minutes are not tested with priority flights. These couples are ordered by
decreasing score values and stored in a stack S. Then, the first couple (f, d) of S is unstacked, and the
delay d is tested on flight f . If the maximum runway throughput is exceeded, the next element of S is un-
stacked. Otherwise, the terminal capacity constraint is evaluated. If an overload is observed, a recovery
mechanism is launched to test if an arrival flight can be delayed to mitigate terminal congestion. Finally,
the taxi capacity constraint is checked. If this one is satisfied, the departure flight’s off-block time is up-
dated and, if necessary, the flight’s arrival time that mitigates terminal congestion is also updated. These
flights are removed from consideration (i.e., all couples (f, d) including flight f from S are removed
and the arrival flight is removed from the ones considered to alleviate airport congestion), and the next
element of S is unstacked until this one is empty.

Fig. 4: Flow chart of the proposed heuristic
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5.2. Online resolution approach

The flight rescheduling mechanism proposed in this paper aims at handling disruptive events, i.e. situ-
ations where actual passengers’ arrival times are different from the forecast one. Information provided
by airlines and ground operators would help to update these forecasts, but only for a limited time hori-
zon. For instance, when an access mode disruption starts in the morning, forecasts related to passengers
arriving in the evening are unreliable. Thus, rescheduling flights on a single time window lasting from
morning to day’s end is irrelevant. That’s why a sliding time window approach is proposed to reschedule
flights over the day. We assume the airport operation centre would receive regular updates on passenger
arrival times. In the following, this update is assumed to be done every 30 minutes. Departure and ar-
rival flights planned over the next hours following the new update could be rescheduled. We propose to
reschedule flights expected between one and three hours after the moment of the rescheduling decision.
The selection of these boundary values is motivated by the following considerations:

• Decisions on departure and arrival flights should be taken sufficiently early to inform air traffic con-
trollers, pilots and other operators about the new schedule and avoid poor operation handling. Indeed,
if a delay is communicated to an arrival flight ten minutes before its initial landing time, the flight
would probably use a holding pattern. Such an operation should be avoided since it increases the
fuel burn during the cruise. Conversely, if the delay is communicated between one to three hours in
advance, speed regulation during the cruise phase or delay directly at the gate of the departure airport
would be considered, limiting the extra-fuel consumption of the aircraft.

• The upper boundary is set regarding the reliability of passenger arrival time forecast. Consider an
airport access mode disruption happening at tstart. Since CDG advises passengers to arrive two and
three hours before short-haul and long-haul flights respectively (Paris Aéroport (2022)), first passen-
gers affected by the ground disruption would have their flight planned between tstart + 120min and
tstart +180min. Therefore, we assume passenger arrival time forecasts are reliable up to three hours.

Algorithm 1 describes the proposed sliding time window process. The rescheduling mechanism is
launched for the first time at tstart to solve the PFRSP on [tstart + 60min, tstart + 180min]. Then, the
PFRSP is solved again on the next time window shifted by 30 minutes. This process is repeated until the
end of the disruption plus, eventually, extra time to recover the initial schedule due to the domino effect.

Algorithm 1 SlidingTimeWindowManagement(tMin, tMax, x)
tStart = tMin
tEnd = tMin+∆TW
repeat

x← reschedulingF lights(x, tStart, tEnd)
tStart = tStart+ δTS
tEnd = tEnd+ δTS

until tStart+ δTS ≥ tMax

In this algorithm, x represents the decision variable vector, tMin and tMax the starting and end-
ing time of the rescheduling, ∆TW the time window duration, δTS the time window shift and
reschedulingF lights() the algorithm used to solve the PFRSP.
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6. Study case description

In the following, a study case around Paris-Charles de Gaulle airport is presented. First, a description of
airport characteristics and the methodology retained to estimate resource capacities are described. Then,
the passenger arrival modelling process is detailed. Finally, the different disruptive scenarios considered
to generate instances of the PFRSP are presented.

6.1. General airport characteristics

A scheme of CDG airport is provided in Fig. 5. This airport comprises three main terminals (T1, T2,
T3). Terminal T2 can be divided into seven terminals with two main ones (T2E and T2F) and five others
(T2A, T2B, T2C, T2D, T2G). CDG airport has two pairs of parallel runways. Runways 27R and 26L are
dedicated to arrival flights (externals runways in Fig. 5), whereas 27L and 26R are dedicated to departure
flights.

This work uses historical flight schedules on CDG in June 2019. For each departure (respect. arrival)
flight, the date, the initial and actual off-block times (respect. in-block times), the callsign, the termi-
nal, the boarding room, the tail number, the destination (respect. origin) airport, the departure (respect.
arrival) runway, the take-off (respect. landing) time and the number of carried passengers are known.
Average taxi times for each couple (terminal, runway) can be computed thanks to this data set. These
values are available in (Scozzaro, 2023).

We did not have access to information on resource capacity or the number of operators during the day.
Therefore, we used the maximum expected occupancy per hour, computed through the initial schedule,
as an estimator of the capacity of each terminal and the taxi network. We followed the same principle
to infer the maximum throughput per time step for each runway. For each time step t, the maximum

Fig. 5: CDG configuration overview
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throughput is set to the maximum one initially observed within the hour that includes t.

6.2. Passenger modelling

In order to evaluate the relevance of the flight rescheduling process, a methodology to estimate the
number of passengers missing their flights is required. Thus, one main challenge of this work is to model
the passenger arrival process up to their boarding gate. We propose a data-driven approach to design
realistic passenger arrival flows. First, the methodology retained to simulate connecting passengers is
described. Then, the distribution fitting to design the nominal arrival process is presented. Finally, the
modelling of the ground transportation disruption impact on passengers is presented.

6.2.1. Modelling connecting passengers
Information on connecting passengers is the property of the airlines and is generally not even known by
the airport operators. Therefore, a methodology is proposed to generate connecting passengers. We used
the flight schedule dataset and different statistics provided by CDG to model air passenger transfers.
These statistics inform on the share of connecting passengers per departure terminal, minimum walk-
ing/transfer times between terminals and the proportion of connecting passengers between terminals.
They are available through the reference (Scozzaro, 2023). Thanks to this information, the methodology
presented by Scozzaro et al. (2022a) has been improved by taking into account the origin and destination
airport, the connecting passenger share for departing flights depending on their associated terminals,
the connecting passenger share between terminals and the minimum passenger transfer time between
terminals. Only a subset of relevant flight pairs are considered to simulate connecting passengers. For
example, only arrivals with a French-origin airport have been connected to international flights and vice
versa, in order to reproduce the generic connecting scheme at hub airports. Considering a pair of ar-
rival and departure flights (fa, fd), we assume that they can have connecting passengers if the difference
between the scheduled off-block time of fd and the scheduled in-block time of fa is greater than a
Minimum Connecting Time (MCT) and less than a Maximum Acceptable Connecting Time (MACT).
We arbitrarily set MACT = MCT + 2h. The MCT depends on the minimum transfer time between the
terminals associated with flights fa and fd.

6.2.2. Modelling outbound passengers
We propose a data-driven approach to simulate the passenger arrival process at the airport. Three months
of data related to passenger timestamps at the security screening system have been provided by CDG.
This data set gives for each 10-minute interval, and for each flight, the number of passengers who went
through the security screening system during this period. It can be combined with the flight schedule
data set to infer how long passengers arrive before their departure flight.

Buire et al. (2021) show that an Exponentially Modified Gaussian (EMG) distribution can be fitted
with the passenger timestamp data set to simulate passenger arrival flow at the airport for a given flight
schedule and an expected number of passengers per flight. For subway and road access, continuous dis-
tributions such as the EMG one seem suitable to model passenger arrivals regarding the high frequency
of passenger arrivals. However, regarding train access, passenger arrivals are scattered due to low train
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Fig. 6: Passenger arrival modelling flowchart

frequency. For this mode, GTFS data related to high-speed rail schedules have been collected for one
typical day in 2019. Such data are regularly updated and available on SNCF website (SNCF, 2019). Each
passenger associated to this mode is randomly assigned to a train arriving between 240 minutes and 90
minutes before the departure flight time. These values have been arbitrarily selected to provide enough
transfer time for passengers. If no train is arriving during this time interval, passengers are randomly
assigned to another transport mode. Since the actual access mode used by passengers in the passenger
timestamp data set is unavailable, we randomly assign each passenger with a mode according to modal
shares provided by DGAC, the French Civil Aviation Authority. They are equal to 11%, 26% and 63%
for train, subway and road respectively. Thanks to the flight schedule data set, we know the actual number
of passengers carried per aircraft.

Finally, CDG provided information on the average transit time from security checkpoints to the gate
for each boarding room, available in (Scozzaro, 2023). Then, the passenger arrival time at the gate
is computed by adding this transit time to the simulated arrival time at security checkpoints. Fig. 6.
summarises the global procedure to model nominal passenger arrival at the boarding gate for one day.

6.2.3. Modelling the disruption
The passenger timestamp file does not provide information on whether or not passengers experienced a
disruption on the mode they used to access the airport. Therefore, a methodology is needed to simulate
passenger delays related to an airport access mode disruption. In the following, the methodology pro-
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Table 1 Characteristics of the different disruptive scenarios

Scenario Disrupted mode Disruption starting time Disruption ending time Start passenger delay

S45 subway 7am 3pm 45min
R45 road 7am 3pm 45min
T45 train 7am 3pm 45min
S90 subway 7am 3pm 90min
R90 road 7am 3pm 90min
T90 train 7am 3pm 90min

S45 1 subway 5am 10am 45min
S45 2 subway 2pm 9pm 45min
S45 3 subway 5am 9pm 45min

posed by Scozzaro et al. (2022b) is applied. A ground transport mode is chosen, and it is assumed that it
suffers a disruption between a start time tstart and an end time tend. Passengers relying on this mode to
get to the airport during the disruption are delayed. A distinction is made between high-frequency access
modes (e.g. subway and road access) and low-frequency access modes (e.g. train access).

To model the impact of a subway or a road access mode disruption, a delay is assigned to passengers
who are assumed to use the disrupted mode between tstart and tend. A start delay is assigned at tstart to
passengers, and this delay decreases linearly to 0 until tend. This delay, which decreases linearly over
time, models the passengers’ responsiveness to disruptions as time progresses. For example, passengers
have the option to choose a different route or allow extra time to arrive at the airport on time if they
are made aware of any disruptions. Indeed, according to Paulsen et al. (2021), the more information a
passenger receives about the disruption and the traffic situation, the more he can improve his routing
decisions and reduce his delay. Leng and Corman (2020) also show through different simulated scenar-
ios that for unexpected disruptions, higher passenger delays are observed at the beginning of a mode
disruption.

Passengers who rely on trains to get to the airport tend to live far from the centre of Paris and therefore
have fewer options for re-routing in the event of train disruption. In this case, if a train experiences a
delay, passengers relying on that train are likely to experience a delay equal to the train delay. Therefore,
we propose to model train disruptions through constant delays for passengers.

6.3. Test scenarios

Tests have been conducted on a historical day of operations. This day was the busiest day of June 2019
with 717 departure flights, carrying over 123 000 passengers. The scheduled departure and arrival times
are taken into account, and for this study, we do not take into account actual flight delays. The method-
ology used to model passengers leads to the generation of 38 000 connecting passengers among the 123
000 departing ones.

Different disruptive scenarios are considered to test the rescheduling approach. Characteristics related
to the different scenarios are presented in Table 1. Each scenario name is composed of the first letter
of the disrupted mode (S, T, R for Subway, Train and Road, respectively) and the maximum delay
experienced by passengers in minutes. Therefore, S45 simulates a subway disruption with passengers
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experiencing a start delay equal to 45 minutes and decreasing linearly to 0 minutes at the end of the
disruption. T45 simulates a train disruption with a constant passenger delay set to 45 minutes. These
scenarios are designed to study the influence of the disruption severity and of the airport access mode
in the flight rescheduling performance. The first six scenarios simulate a disruption lasting from 7am
to 3pm. These times have been selected to consider a disruption happening during airport movement
peaks (that are located at 9am and 12pm). The severity of the disruption will be analysed by comparing
45-minute and 90-minute delay scenarios, respectively. Finally, the last three scenarios are designed to
test the influence of the starting and the ending disruption times on the rescheduling.

All the different instances related to each scenario are publicly available through reference (Scozzaro,
2023). For sensitivity issues, data related to airlines, delay and tail number have been removed and a
noise has been added to the actual number of carried passengers per flight.

7. Results

This section presents tests and analyses conducted on the CDG study case. First, the different approaches
for problem-solving are compared, and model parameter sensitivity is analysed on a single time window.
Then, the performance of the online rescheduling approach on the different disruptive scenarios is dis-
cussed. Exact and heuristic algorithms have been tested on a Ryzen AMD5 4500U with Radeon GPU
and 16GB. The Gurobi 9.5.0 solver is used to solve the ILP model proposed in Section 4. The maximum
off-block time (OBT) delay is set to 20 minutes, while the arrival delay is limited between -5 and +15
minutes. A 5-minute time step is used, meaning the OBT delay can equal 0, 5, 10, 15 or 20 minutes.

7.1. Results on one time window

First, the optimal ILP model solving and the heuristic approach are compared. Then, the ILP performance
is analysed depending on the time window duration and maximum OBT delay. The following tests are
carried out on the S45 scenario, which models a disruption on the subway with passengers delayed up to
45 minutes.

7.1.1. Heuristic vs optimal ILP solving
For this study, the time window length is set to four hours. Since the objective function of the ILP model
is multi-criteria, several couples (α, β) are tested to whether priories one criterion or another. Similarly,
the value of the score parameter ϵ used in the heuristic impacts the final solution. Fig. 7 presents criteria
values obtained with the ILP model depending on weight parameters (α, β). The lowest value obtained
through the heuristic on each criterion is also displayed in red. Results related to the heuristic problem-
solving approach in the function of ϵ are provided in Table 2.

The initial number of stranded passengers is equal to 249. The ILP-solving approach reduces this
number to 92 for (α, β) = (0.1,0), representing a 63% decrease in this criterion. This is 7% better than
the best solution found by the heuristic. However, for this couple, the heuristic can perform better for the
delay deviation and the OTP metric. The more the schedule deviation penalty increases, i.e. the higher α
and β, the lower the reduction in the number of stranded passengers after optimal ILP rescheduling. If the
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Fig. 7: Values of different criteria obtained after optimal ILP model solving on a 4-hour time window.
Each graph corresponds to a criterion, and each point to one couple of weight parameters (α, β). α is
associated with the total flight delay criterion, while β is associated with the number of flights delayed
by 15 minutes or more criterion. The larger these parameters, the less the algorithm assigns flight delays.
The red lines correspond to the best value obtained with the heuristic approach for each criterion among
the set of ϵ parameters tested.

Table 2 Criteria values after rescheduling with the heuristic approach depending on the score parameter
ϵ (see Equation 30). This parameter penalises the score of a decision ‘Assign delay d to flight f ’ as a
function of the delay d. A high ϵ will reduce the score of decisions, implying large flight delays. The best
values are highlighted in bold.

ϵ 10−3 10−2 10−1 1 101 102 103

stranded passengers 113 107 107 122 125 141 158
total deviation (min) 895 990 990 870 875 785 690
Number of delays ≥ 15min 33 37 37 26 24 24 17

penalty overcomes a threshold, the exact ILP-solving approach provides a schedule with more stranded
passengers than the heuristic approach. However, in parallel, a significant reduction in both other criteria
is observed, and the exact solving outperforms the heuristic approach on both criteria. Comparing Fig. 7
and Table 2, when a similar value is obtained on one criterion with the heuristic and the ILP solving,
the ILP one outperforms the heuristic one on the two other criteria. The heuristic can be efficient on one
criterion but tends to degrade the two other ones. A trade-off between criteria can be found through ILP
solution for couples (α, β) = (0.3, 0, 3), or (0.2, 0, 6) for instance where the exact solution is almost as
good as each best criterion value found by the heuristic depending on ϵ.
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Fig. 8: Evolution of the relative number of stranded passengers as a function of the maximum off-block
delay allowed. The relative number of stranded passengers is computed by comparing the number of
stranded passengers before and after flight rescheduling.

Table 2 shows test results for 0.001 <= ϵ <= 10000. Note that the solution no longer varies for
epsilon lower than 0.0001 or higher than 10000. Interestingly, the highest reduction in the number of
stranded passengers is not obtained with the lowest ϵ. A closer look at solutions obtained with ϵ = 10−3

and ϵ = 10−2 lets us see that fewer flights are delayed for the smaller parameter value. This observation
can be explained since reducing the deviation penalty tends to increase the score related to large delays.
However, an aircraft experiencing a significant delay uses airport resources longer and could limit delay
assignment for the next flights. Therefore, prioritising larger delays that save the highest number of
passengers can lead to sub-optimal solutions regarding this criterion.

Finally, the average computation time of ILP and heuristic approaches are 0.6s and 0.02s, respectively.
Therefore, the heuristic approach is 30 times faster than the exact ILP solving. However, the computation
time of the exact solving is still acceptable for tactical airport operations handling. The impact of the
time window duration on the ILP computation time has also been investigated. The computation time
increases when the time window is lengthened since more flights are considered and, thus, more decision
variables are generated. It goes from 0.1s up to 1.74s for a 2-hour and a 12-hour time window duration,
respectively. Therefore, the optimal ILP solving is still efficient to reschedule flights planned over an
entire day of operations. For the rest of the section, the presented results are obtained with the optimal
ILP model solving.

7.1.2. Maximum off-block time delay sensitivity analysis
The impact of the maximum allowed OBT delay on the number of stranded passengers is investigated
below. In other words, we conduct tests to measure if authorising larger delays would help reducing the
number of stranded passengers. To evaluate this effect, the schedule deviation penalty is removed by
setting (α, β) to (0,0). Fig. 8 displays the obtained results.

As expected, the number of stranded passengers decreases when the maximum allowed pushback time
increases. The decrease goes from 25% if the maximum delay is set to 5 minutes and steadily increases
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up to 78%. Maximum OBT delays over 25 minutes induce smaller benefits due to resource capacity
constraints. Indeed, when an aircraft is delayed, it uses a resource with a longer duration and, thus,
is likely to induce congestion. Therefore, even for the solving with a maximum OBT delay set to 40
minutes, the average departure delay is lower than 18 minutes. Consequently, even after rescheduling
flights while authorising large OBT delays, almost 20% of passengers who initially miss their flights
remain stranded. This information could be provided to airlines to anticipate the need to reallocate these
passengers on next flights. Finally, increasing the maximum delay widens the search space and thus can
lengthen the computational time. This one is around 0.35s for a 5-minute maximum OBT delay and
increases up to 0.82s for a 40-minute one.

7.2. Online resolution approach

Results obtained with the online resolution approach are presented below. As a reminder, this approach
relies in solving sequentially ILP models on 2-hour time windows from the beginning of the disruption
until the end of operations. It has been designed to handle data reliability related to passenger arrival time,
which is limited in time during disruption. First, general results obtained for scenario S45 are presented.
Then, the rescheduling obtained on the scenarios described in Table 1 are compared. A brief analysis
is then carried out to examine the relevance of delaying arriving flights to reduce airport congestion.
Finally, the impact of such flight rescheduling on air connecting passengers is analysed.

7.2.1. General results on scenario S45
Fig. 9 displays the evolution in the number of stranded passengers before and after rescheduling and the
average aircraft delay assigned in scenario S45. One can observe that the number of stranded passengers
is divided by two thanks to the rescheduling. A 2.5-minute and a 0.2-minute average delay are assigned
to departure and arrival flights, respectively. By comparison, the actual average delay experienced by
departing and arriving flights on this day of operations is equal to 20.5 minutes and 8.0 minutes respec-
tively. The average arrival delay is lower than the departure one since arrival delays are only assigned to
mitigate airport congestion. Since arrival delays can be equal to -5, 0, 5, 10, or 15 minutes, an average
delay of 0.2 minutes means that a small proportion of flights are delayed. Fig. 10 shows the number of
delayed flights as a function of the assigned delay, with a distinction between departures and arrivals.
Most arrivals are on time, and only a few flights are delayed up to 15 minutes. For departures, 62% of
flights meet their original OBT, and most of the delays attributed are less than 15 minutes. In this case,
the flight rescheduling would have little impact on airlines’ on-time performance, with 7% of resched-
uled flights considered as delayed. By comparison, the actual percentage of flights delayed by 15 minutes
or more during this operating day was 42.3%.

We also look at the time of day when the rescheduling algorithm assigns large delays. The number
of delayed departures according to the OTP metric for each hour is shown in Table 3. In this scenario,
most of the assigned delays are lower than ten minutes. Delays equal to or higher than 15 minutes are
mainly observed during the morning, especially at 10am. Since passenger delays are higher during the
beginning of the disruption, the optimal ILP solving tends to assign larger delays to departure aircraft
during the morning. Therefore, a higher number of delays equal to or larger than 15 minutes can be
observed at 10am and 11am.
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Fig. 9: Evolution in the number of stranded passengers and the average aircraft delay assigned during the
disruption. The blue and orange bars on the top figure represent the number of stranded passengers per
hour before and after rescheduling, respectively. The bottom figure represents the average delay assigned
to the arrival and departure flight set per hour in red and green, respectively.

Fig. 10: Number of flights depending on the assigned delay after rescheduling. A distinction is made
between departing flights (in blue) and arriving flights (in orange).
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Table 3 Number of delayed flights regarding OTP metric after rescheduling
Hour 9h 10h 11h 12h 13h 14h 15h 16h
Number of delays ≥ 15min 1 4 2 1 0 2 0 0
Number of departing flights 48 66 31 57 60 36 47 43
Share (%) 2.1 6.1 6.4 1.8 0 5.6 0 0

We also compare how the online approach performs with a single time-window approach that could
be launched in a perfect world, where all data are known at the beginning of the day. Interestingly, the
online solving approach provides a solution performing as well as the single-time window resolution
on each criterion of the objective function. However, the online resolution performance decreases if the
shifting time between two ILP solving increases. Indeed, lengthening the shifting time between two
time window resolutions leads to ‘freezing’ more decision variable values obtained in the first time
window solving. However, these values can be sub-optimal when new data are considered on the next
time window resolution. For instance, if the shifting time window is increased from 30 minutes to 60
minutes, a 2% degradation of the objective function is observed for the whole day.

7.2.2. Comparison of the different scenarios
Table 4 presents results on the different disruptive scenarios. First, one can see that each disruption im-
pacts passengers differently. As expected, scenarios associated with a high delay, i.e. labelled ‘X90’,
generate more stranded passengers than ‘moderate’ disruptions related to the same disrupted mode, i.e.
labelled ‘X45’. A disruption on a train has a higher impact compared to the other modes since, in the
considered disruption modelling, all train passengers suffer from the highest delay. As a reminder, the
delay experienced by train passengers is constant during the day since we assume that, for this mode, pas-
sengers do not have re-routing options. Scenario S45 3 generates the fourth highest number of stranded
passengers since the associated disruption lasts longer than the other scenarios. The performance of the
ILP-solving approach in the stranded passenger reduction is quite close across the different scenarios,
ranging from 55% to 64%, except for scenario T90. Indeed, for this scenario, only a 22% reduction is
observed. Since all train passengers affected by the disruption suffered a 90-minute delay, authorising a
20-minute deviation of the departure flight time may not be sufficient for most of the delayed passengers.

Regarding the flight delay, it increases depending on the severity of the disruption, whether by a larger
passenger delay or an increased duration of the disruption, as in scenario S45 3. An exception can be
noted for scenario T90, where the delay is lower than for scenario T45. For scenario T90, most stranded
passengers arrive at the gate at least 20 minutes later than the boarding closure time. In this context, the
exact ILP solving tends to assign lower delays since these passengers are stranded in any case. A similar
observation can be made for the last criterion, which quantifies the number of delayed flights regarding
the OTP metric. In general, the higher the disruption severity, the more the ILP-solving approach assigns
flight delays higher than 10 minutes. There is an exception when most delayed passengers arrive at the
gate 20 minutes later than the initial departure time, such as in scenario T90. In that case, the rescheduling
assigns a fewer number of 15-minute and 20-minute delays.

The last column quantifies the propagated delay due to the rescheduling operated during the dis-
ruption. As observed, the effect is very limited on the remaining planning. The total propagated delay
assigned across the flight set is usually lower than five minutes. The largest propagated delays are found
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Table 4 Results obtained on the different scenarios through the optimal ILP solving approach.

Scenario
Initial number
of stranded
passenger

Relative
stranded
passenger
reduction

Average∗1 delay Number of
delays ≥ 15
minutes

Total propagate
delay∗2

per arrival
flight

per depar-
ture flight

S45 359 57.94% 0.1min 2.5min 10 0min
S90 770 55.58% 0.5min 4.3min 32 0min
T45 1050 61.24% 1.0min 6.3min 67 40min
T90 2508 21.65% 0.7min 5.0min 54 5min
R45 750 60.67% 0.4min 4.5min 29 10min
R90 1855 60.27% 1.2min 7.3min 79 0min
S45 1 137 59.12% 0.1min 1.9min 1 45min
S45 2 188 63.83% 0.3min 2.2min 5 5min
S45 3 913 63.31% 0.2min 3.6min 34 5min

*1: Values have been computed only between the starting and ending time of the disruption. Thus, passengers stranded outside
the disruption times are not considered here. *2: Propagate delays are the ones assigned to flights planned after the end of the
disruption due to resource overload implying delay next arrival flights).

for S45 1. This scenario simulates an early disruption ending at a peak hour for the airport. Conse-
quently, more propagate delays are required to mitigate airport congestion due to the rescheduling in this
scenario.

7.2.3. Effect of arrival delay constraints
As the average delay assigned to arrivals in scenario S45 is only 0.2 minutes on average, the relevance
of delaying arrivals is questionable. Furthermore, at the tactical level, it is much more difficult to control
the flow of arriving flights from the airport operations centre than to delay departing flights at the gate.
Therefore, we run the algorithm by constraining arrivals to be on time. For scenario S45, the online
solution approach failed to solve the fourth time window problem. This can be explained by the fact that
the sliding time window approach makes decisions without knowing the future operations. Therefore,
the algorithm initially delayed departing flights, leading to an infeasible problem, i.e. a problem where
all resource capacity constraints cannot be satisfied. We also tested this on scenario R90, where higher
delays are assigned to arriving flights. For this scenario, the online approach successfully reschedules
flights for the whole day when arrival flights are constrained to be on time. With this constraint, 864
passengers miss their flights after rescheduling, compared to 737 when arrival flight time can deviate.
This represents a 7% difference in the relative reduction in the number of passengers missing their flights.
Such a difference is observed since we put pressure on CDG airport by constraining each resource closely
to each scheduled occupancy. If the algorithm is run in an airport with extra resource capacity, we can
assume that the difference would be less significant.

7.2.4. Impact of the rescheduling on buffer time for connecting passengers
The rescheduling algorithm takes into account the transfer time of connecting passengers to ensure a
minimum transfer time between flights. However, the closer the actual transfer time is to the minimum
one, the greater the pressure on passengers. Therefore, we also examine the impact of flight rescheduling
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Fig. 11: Comparison of buffer time for connecting passengers before and after rescheduling, in red and
blue respectively

on the buffer times for passenger transfers, i.e. the actual transfer time minus the minimum one. Fig.11
shows the distribution of buffer times for passenger transfers before and after rescheduling.

As observed in this figure, the flight rescheduling has a limited impact on connecting passengers’
buffer time. The average buffer time increases from 57 minutes to 59 minutes. The distribution of buffer
times is more spread after the rescheduling. Initially, the minimum and maximum buffer times are 5 and
110 minutes, respectively. After rescheduling, 1500 passengers experienced transfers with no buffer time
and about 300 passengers experienced buffers of 2 hours or more. This can be interpreted as a decrease
in the level of service provided to air-connecting passengers. However, such degradation is offset by the
reduction in the number of passengers missing their flights thanks to the rescheduling. Future work could
explore trade-offs by imposing minimum or maximum buffer time constraints during the rescheduling.

8. Conclusion

This work is a first step to filling the gap in the design of a reliable long-range multimodal transportation
network for passengers. We highlighted the potential benefits that could be obtained from a passenger
perspective by efficient information sharing between transportation stakeholders during airport access
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mode disruption. We proposed an ILP model to optimize the flight schedule at the tactical level. An
objective function has been introduced to reschedule flights regarding different criteria. Depending on
airport operators’ priority, it can either favour the minimisation of the number of stranded passengers,
the total delay applied to the flight set or the OTP criterion. A study case around CDG airport combining
various data sets has been implemented, with a release of public instances available through reference
(Scozzaro, 2023)).

Results show that including information from the ground side could significantly help the airport op-
eration centre in its decisions to limit the impact of an airport access mode disruption on passengers.
Regarding the different disruptive scenarios considered, authorising a maximum delay of 20 minutes
would significantly help to reduce the number of stranded passengers. The rescheduling approach suc-
ceeds in reducing around 60% the total number of stranded passengers with an average delay remaining
lower than 1.2min and 7.3min for arrivals and departures, respectively. Moreover, most of the flights
remain on time regarding the OTP metric. We also proposed a heuristic to compare results obtained with
the ILP-solving approach. The heuristic-solving approach provides an alternative tool that already sig-
nificantly reduces the number of stranded passengers. However, it tends to assign larger delays than the
optimal ILP solution. Moreover, the ILP solving is fast enough to reschedule flights at a tactical level.
The analyses conducted around the different disruptive scenarios highlight that during a day when pas-
sengers are severely delayed (such as scenario T90), other coordination mechanisms should be launched
since moderate aircraft delays are not sufficient to wait for delayed passengers. In this situation, a large
ground delay program would be more suitable.

Different research tracks should be investigated. First, a focus on passengers who are still stranded
after the rescheduling should be done to see how they can be re-accommodated on other flights. Also, the
integration of the security process in the problem modelling would be valuable to improve the passenger
arrival modelling at the departure gate. Indeed, passengers can face large waiting times at the security
screening system and thus arrive later than expected. An optimization of security screening resource
allocation has been proposed in (Scozzaro et al., 2022b) to minimise passenger queuing time or the
number of passengers missing their flights. An integration of both works is considered to propose a
global optimization of both airport operations.
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